[Abstract] Phototaxis is a mechanism that allows cyanobacteria to respond to fluctuations in the quality and quantity of illumination by moving either towards or away from a light source. Phototactic movement on low concentration agar or agarose plates can be analyzed at macroscopic and microscopic scales representing group behavior and single cell motility, respectively. Here, we describe a detailed procedure for phototaxis assays on both scales using the unicellular cyanobacterium Synechocystis sp. PCC 6803.
40. 30% w/v Na2S2O3 solution (see Recipes) Figure 1 . Macroscopic phototaxis assay. Consecutive steps as described in steps A1-A8.
1. Prepare 80 ml of the macroscopic phototaxis plate medium (see Recipes).
2. Mix very gently to avoid any air bubbles.
3. Pour the medium carefully into a square Petri dish and close the lid to avoid over-drying of the phototaxis plate. Let it solidify on an even surface. Plates should always be freshly prepared. 1. Prepare 50 ml of the microscopic phototaxis plate medium (see Recipes).
2. Mix very gently using a pipetting aid to avoid any air bubbles.
www.bio-protocol.org/e2328 If the density is too low, the cells will not move properly. If the density is too high, the cells will obstruct each other and tracking will be negatively affected.
5. Spot 5 x 2 µl droplets of the cell suspension in the center of each plate and let dry for 10-15 min.
Avoid over-drying and exposure to intense light (e.g., sunlight on the bench).
6. Carefully place a coverslip on top of the cells immediately after all the liquid has been soaked in. Avoid air bubbles but do not press down with force. If the coverslip is applied too early or pressed down with force, the cells will float and Brownian movement will be observed, predominantly. If the coverslip is applied too late, over-drying of the surface will hinder cell movement.
7. Lubricate one side of a silicon ring with liquid paraffin and place the ring on the plate. The ring should cover all of the exposed agarose surface to minimize evaporation and prevent jittering of the sample while imaging. Be careful not to contaminate the surface of the coverslip with the liquid paraffin.
8. Incubate the samples in a dark environment for 2-3 h. 3. Data analysis of the raw tracks can be performed using the software R. Some form of data cleansing is recommended to discard irrelevant tracks from the dataset ( Figure 4D ). To avoid artifacts due to possible mismatching of cells between frames by the tracking algorithm we only consider cells that can be tracked for at least 25 consecutive frames with an average velocity below 0.4 µm sec -1 and a maximum displacement of less than 8 µm between two frames (3 sec).
Moreover, for tracking we discard the subgroup of immotile cells with an average velocity below 0.05 µm sec 3. For reproducibility, it is highly recommended to use agar-agar, Kobe I for the macroscopic phototaxis plates and UltraPure TM agarose for the microscopic phototaxis plates. In our group, a significant increase in motility was observed when changing from standard Bacto TM agar to agar-agar, Kobe I (Figure 2 ).
4. For reproducibility, Na2S2O3 should be used in the plates (Thiel et al., 1989 ) (see Recipes) and all results should be recorded after the same time.
5. For the macroscopic phototaxis assays, we achieve the best results when we take cells from a freshly grown agar plate and incubate them on a phototaxis plate under unidirectional white light for three days. The front line of the cells can now be used for the actual phototaxis assay.
6. Microscopic phototaxis assays are conducted approximately 2-3 h after spotting the cells on the agarose plates and letting them adjust to the surface in a dark environment. In this phase of motility cells show a strongly biased movement towards a directional light source.
7. For the microscopic phototaxis assays, it is also possible to use an inverted microscope if the protocol is adjusted accordingly. 
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